Introduction
Informed clinical decision making requires knowledge of the magnitude of the desirable and undesirable effects of treatment alternatives [1, 2] . Investigators may express the impact of an intervention for dichotomous outcomes in either relative terms (i.e., risk ratio, odds ratio, or hazard ratio) or in absolute terms [absolute risk reduction (ARR), also known as risk difference (RD), or as the number needed to treat (NNT)] [3] .
There are benefits, as well as downsides, to presentation of treatment effects using either relative or absolute measures. For example, exclusive use of relative effects is likely to be misleading. Expressing treatment effects in relative terms yields apparently larger treatment effects than if absolute terms are used (e.g., a 50% relative risk reduction can mean an ARR of 1%di.e., 2% to 1%), and this difference influences the judgment of the clinicians and patients regarding the treatment options [4e8] . Relative effect estimates, however, are usually (though not always) similar across populations and subgroups [9] , whereas absolute effect estimates typically vary with the baseline risk [8,10e12] . Therefore, expressing a treatment effect estimate as a single ARR is misleading because it will underestimate the effect for patients at high baseline risk and overestimate the effect for those at low baseline risk. As a result, in the context of meta-analysis, pooling absolute risks often results in large variability in effect across studies [8,10e12] .
Despite these limitations, applying results from systematic reviews (SRs) in clinical decision making requires an understanding of absolute effects. To obtain this information, one needs to apply the relative effect estimate to a range of baseline risks typically seen in the population of interest. This may require ascertaining clinically identifiable risk groups and clarifying the period over which the associated baseline risk applies [8, 11, 13] .
The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement does not address the reporting of absolute estimates [14] . The Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) working group, which represents an emerging consensus for rating confidence in estimates of intervention effects [15, 16] , suggests that SR authors present the estimates of absolute risks in intervention and control groups. Presentation should include the difference in the two risks and confidence intervals (CIs) that convey the precision of effect estimates for all important benefits and harms. Consistent with this approach, the Cochrane Handbook provides guidance on how to calculate and report absolute estimates in a prespecified table (Summary of Findings table) [17] . Not all Cochrane SRs, however, include this information.
Individual studies typically report absolute effect estimates poorly [18e20]. Current evidence suggests that approximately 50% of SRs include absolute effects and that one-third do not report benefits and harms using the same metric (mismatched framing) [21] . Studies reporting these findings, however, have been carried out in a relatively limited sample of journals or included only information from abstracts [20, 21] .
Given the limited information and the potential implications for decision making in health care [22] , we systematically evaluated the extent to which SRs report absolute effect estimates and methods used for calculation and reporting.
What is New?
Key finding
Absolute effect estimates for the most patientimportant outcomes are reported seldom and inadequately in systematic reviews.
What is already known on this subject? Expressing the same treatment effect in relative terms yields larger estimates than in absolute terms.
Clinicians and patients are more inclined to use drugs when presented with relative than absolute measures of effect.
Individual studies often fail to report absolute effects optimally.
To trade of benefits and risks, clinicians need absolute effect estimates.
What this study adds? Systematic reviews seldom report absolute effect estimates for the most patient-important outcomes.
Absolute effect estimates, when reported, are most frequently expressed as percentages, natural units, or natural frequencies, but are often not optimally presented.
Methods
We have previously published a detailed protocol for this study [23] .
Search strategy
We conducted a systematic search of MEDLINE and the Cochrane database of SRs limited to reviews published in the year 2010. The search strategy is available as Supplementary Data (Additional File 1)/Appendix A at www.jclinepi.com. We included studies described as ''systematic review'' or ''meta-analysis'' that (1) were published in English; (2) reported a search strategy in at least one database; (3) included a comparison of at least two interventions in humans; (4) reported at least one dichotomous outcome; (5) included at least one randomized controlled trial (RCT); and (6) included only RCTs as primary studies.
Study selection and data extraction
We stratified SRs as Cochrane and non-Cochrane SRs and repeatedly randomly sampled within each stratum in a 1:1 ratio (sampled 2,328) until we achieved our target sample size of approximately 200 SRs. Reviewers, in pairs, independently screened titles and abstracts for eligibility and, if potentially eligible, reviewed the full text and, for eligible articles, extracted data. Discrepant judgments were resolved by consensus or, if necessary, by a third reviewer.
For all included SRs, we extracted information regarding the population, the intervention and control of interest, the credibility of the SRs using the A Measurement Tool to Assess Systematic Reviews (AMSTAR) instrument [24] , and whether the SRs included an absolute effect estimate comparison of intervention and control of primary interest. We identified the most patient-important outcome (which we will call the ''outcome of interest'') using a hierarchical approach (Additional File 2/Appendix B at www.jclinepi. com).
For SRs that reported an absolute effect estimate for the outcome of interest, we collected information regarding the type of effect estimate. We explored how authors calculated these absolute effect estimates, whether they made estimates for more than one estimate of baseline risk, and whether they specified the source of the baseline risk estimate(s). Finally, we recorded whether authors included a discussion of the likelihood that baseline risk, and therefore RDs, vary across subpopulations. We defined the NNT or number needed to harm as the number of patients who must receive an intervention required to result in one additional beneficial or harmful outcome over a predefined period of time [3, 25, 26] . ARR or RD is defined as the difference between two event frequencies [3] .
Analysis
We calculated frequencies and proportions, including the measures of statistical dispersion, for all items, stratified by Cochrane and non-Cochrane SRs. We calculated chance-corrected agreement between reviewers' judgments of whether the investigators reported an absolute effect estimate for the outcome of interest and interpreted the results according to Landis and Koch guidelines (kappa values of 0e0.20 represent slight agreement, 0.21e0.40 fair agreement, 0.41e0.60 moderate agreement, 0.61e0.80 substantial agreement, and greater than 0.80 almost perfect agreement) [27] .
We conducted multivariable logistic regression analyses examining the association between study characteristics and whether authors reported an absolute estimate of effect for the outcome of interest. The independent variables in our regression analyses were as follows: Cochrane SRs vs. non-Cochrane SRs, AMSTAR score, significant effect vs. nonsignificant effect (threshold P 0.05), pharmacologic intervention vs. others, and whether authors reported the source of funding. Data analysis was performed using SPSS statistical software, version 18.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).
Results
We screened the titles and abstract of 2,278 articles, examined 438 full-text articles, and included 202 SRs (Fig. 1 ). Reasons for exclusion on full-text screening were as follows: not an SR (n 5 29), did not include at least one electronic database in the search strategy (n 5 29), did not report a dichotomous outcome (n 5 106), did not include at least one RCT (n 5 65), included non-RCTs (n 5 136), or a combination of several of these reasons.
The 202 eligible SRs (98 Cochrane and 104 nonCochrane) included a median of five RCTs [interquartile range (IQR), 2e9], a median number of 851 patients (IQR, 258e2108), and a median of 109 events for the outcome of interest (IQR, 30e388; Table 1 ). Of the 202 SRs, 164 (81.2%) focused on a medical area and 57 (28.2%) on a surgical area. The primary outcome represented a benefit in 87.1% of the SRs and harm in the remainder; in 68.3% of the SRs, investigators chose a patient-important, primary outcome. Table 2 presents the absolute effect estimates for the dichotomous outcome of greatest importance to patients reported among the included SRs. Agreement regarding whether the investigators reported an absolute estimate for the most patient-important outcome was excellent (K 5 0.72; 95% CI: 0.59, 0.86).
Of the 202 SRs and for the outcome of interest, 36.1% provided an absolute effect estimate, none of which were directly calculated. In the subgroup of reviews with a statistically significant result for this type of outcome, 25/54 (46.3%) provided an absolute estimate [24/86 (27.9%) in the nonsignificant SRs subgroup]. In the studies that presented an absolute risk effect estimate, the most common presentations were the risk in intervention and control groups expressed as a percentage (41.1%), the NNT (26.0%), and the risk in intervention and control groups expressed as natural units or natural frequencies (24.7%; Table 2 ).
Of studies reporting absolute risks, the majority did not report the source of the baseline risk estimate for the absolute difference (56.2%). Of those that did report the source of the baseline risk, the median of the control group from the included studies in the meta-analysis was more frequently used as a source (57.1%), rather than the mean of one or more representative control groups from other studies (21.4%; Table 2 ). Most SRs that included absolute effect estimates reported these in the Section 3 (74.0%). Few SRs (13.7%) presented different absolute values for patients with different baseline risks; all but one of these were Cochrane SRs. The 32 SRs that included Summary of Findings tables all reported absolute risks, the majority as risks in intervention and control groups expressed as natural units or natural frequencies (59.4%).
Of the SRs that included absolute effect estimates, 57.5% reported both benefits and harms for the comparison of interest (Table 3 ) . Studies including absolute effects of both benefit and harm outcomes described reported harms only as absolute effects in 12.3% (i.e., relative effect estimates unreported). Beneficial outcomes were reported only as absolute effect estimates in 6.8% of SRs. Our logistic regression showed one significant predictor of presenting absolute effect estimates for the most patient-important outcome (Table 4 ) : Studies reporting a statistically significant result were more likely to report an absolute effect estimate (OR, 2.26; 95% CI: 1.08, 4.74; P-value: 0.03). Results suggested the possibility that studies of a lower quality according to the AMSTAR score were less likely to report absolute effect estimates (OR, 0.79; 95% CI: 0.62, 1.01, P-value: 0.06).
Discussion
Our methodological survey of 202 SRs found that the majority did not report absolute effect estimates for the outcome of interest. Most of those that did report absolute risks failed to report the source of the baseline risk estimate used to calculate the absolute effect and seldom provided different absolute values for patients with different baseline risks. Studies that reported absolute effect estimates most frequently presented risks in intervention and control groups expressed as percentages, as natural units, or natural frequencies (Table 2 ).
Interpretation of findings
Our results highlight the limitations in the reporting of results for SRs. Expressing results exclusively in relative terms, as most current SRsdboth Cochrane and nonCochranedare doing, will result in health care professionals overestimating the magnitude of treatment effects [3e6, 8, 28, 29] . Optimal medical decision making requires knowledge of the absolute effect of interventions on both benefits and harms in judging the trade-off between the two. SRs that fail to provide these estimates will be less useful to their target audiences [30] .
None of the SRs included a pooled analysis for the reported absolute estimatesdthey rather elected to pool relative effects. This is consistent with the generally accepted guidance of not pooling RDs in meta-analyses because relative effects tend to be consistent across baseline risk, resulting in larger heterogeneity when pooling absolute effects, and difficulty interpreting results of such pooling [10e12] .
Therefore, absolute estimates should, in most cases, be calculated by explicitly using baseline risks, either selected from a cohort study that enrolled a representative population-based sample (Box 1). Investigators can then apply pooled relative risk estimates for the meta-analysis to the baseline risks to calculate RDs. If, as is often the case, high-quality observational studies are lacking, simulation studies suggest an optimal approach is to use the median risk among the control groups of the included studies [31] . On the rare occasions when RDs, rather than relative risks, are similar across risk groups, authors can pool RDs directly.
If investigators find important variation among control group risks, they should consider presenting a range of RDs, including those for higher and lower risk patients. Finally, if investigators calculate odds ratios rather than relative risks, they need to use the appropriate conversions to The values that are bold are all P-values that are statistically significant (!0.05). Abbreviations: SR, systematic review; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval.
calculate RDs (Box 1). Box 2 and Table 5 present examples of observational studies identifying a gradient of identifiable risk based on the Framingham score for cardiovascular risk. The underreporting of absolute effect estimates is not surprising: instruments, such as PRISMA, that provide guidance for reporting SRs, do not specify the need to report both absolute and relative effect estimates [14, 32, 33] . The handbook of the Cochrane Collaboration, however, includes guidance on how to estimate absolute effects and encourages authors to include a Summary of Findings table that always includes absolute effects (Table 5 ) [11, 17] . It is likely that in the near future, most Cochrane SRs will include Summary of Findings tables [34] , greatly ameliorating the problem we have identified in the prior literature.
Our results highlight the extent to which authors are not yet following this guidance and thus the need for making the use of Summary of Findings a required standard for Cochrane reviews. For illustrative purposes, we include an example of Summary of Findings tables, both conventional (Table 5 ) and interactive (http://isof.epist emonikos.org/#finding/54c23176f30d0c2002a2efe4).
There is an exception to our guidance regarding the importance of including RDs in SRs. If results, in relative terms, are nonsignificant, then the addition of absolute effects becomes uninformative and could be subject to misinterpretation. When CIs include no effect but the point estimate suggests an important benefit and the least favorable CI boundary is very near no effect, the possible usefulness of absolute effect estimates is much greater than if the CI includes large benefit and large harm. In the latter situation, not reporting absolute effects, but simply noting nonsignificant results, represent a reasonable approach.
Our study in relation to previous research
Our study highlights a problem that, despite the available guidance in the STrengthening the Reporting of OBservational studies in Epidemiology and Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials checklists [32, 33] , is also present in individual randomized trials and observational studies. Surveys of primary studies in leading medical journals, both cohort studies and RCTs, have reported a low frequency of absolute effect estimates [18] . In the field of health equity, only 7% of all articles of any design reported both relative and absolute effect estimates in the full text [19] .
Returning to SRs, our results are, overall, less optimistic than those of Sedrakyan and Shih [21] who reported use of absolute effects in 50% of the SRs. The difference is likely due to differences in the eligibility criteria between their survey and ours; Sedrakyan et al. restricted inclusion to SRs published in ''top journals''. Although we did not find a significant difference between top and nontop journals in Box 1 Choosing a baseline risk to calculate risk differences
To calculate risk differences, systematic review authors should ideally apply a relative estimate (typically a relative risk) to baseline risk from well-designed observational studies. If high-quality observational studies are not available, authors need to consider variation in the baseline risk among included studies in the systematic review:
If little variation: investigators can use the median control group risk from the included studies.
If large variation: investigators can consider using two or more representative baseline risks from the included studies.
Whenever an OR is available, to generate an estimate of risk difference involves converting baseline risk to odds, multiplying by the OR, and converting the resulting odds back to risks. Alternatively, one can use the following formula (where RC is the risk in the control group) (þ):
Risk difference per 1; 000 5 1; 000 Â RC
þ Adapted from GRADE JCE series (article 12). Abbreviation: OR, odds ratio.
Box 2 Different risk across different patient groups (D)
Authors of a systematic review ( * ) addressing air travel and the risk of venous thromboembolism identified risk factors for asymptomatic DVT (previous episodes of DVT, coagulation disorders, severe obesity, limited mobility because of bone or joint problems, cancer, and large varicose veins) that, when considered together, more than tripled the risk of thrombosis. Applying the RR of 10% allowed calculation of expected event rates for the high-and lowrisk populations using prophylactic stockings. In the low-risk population, applying the RR of 10% to the risk without the intervention of 5 per 10,000 generates a risk of 0.5 per 10,000 with the intervention. In the higher-risk population, the corresponding numbers are 18 and 1.8 per 10,000 (Table 5) .
þ Adapted from GRADE JCE series (article 12 
Strengths and limitations
Strengths of our study include explicit eligibility criteria with independent duplicate adjudication of eligibility, independent and duplicate data abstraction, and a large and representative sample of both Cochrane and non-Cochrane SRs. In contrast to previous studies, our sample is not restricted to top journals, and we addressed the type of absolute effect estimates reported, stratified our findings by statistical significance, the methods used for the calculation, and factors associated with the reporting of absolute effect estimates. One limitation of our study is that we sampled only MEDLINE and the Cochrane database of SRs. The reporting of absolute effects in SRs in journals that are not indexed in MEDLINE may differ from our sample. It is likely, however, that nonindexed journals do no better than those we sampled.
Another limitation is the time frame of the sample. It is likely that the inclusion of absolute estimates increases time, although that increase is likely to be slow. Cochrane SRs are increasingly using GRADE and producing associated Summary of Findings tables, which necessarily involves producing estimates of absolute estimates. A cohort from 2012 showed that 45% of the Cochrane SRs included GRADE ratings [34] . If we consider the inclusion of GRADE to be a surrogate for including absolute estimates, this represents approximately a 6% increase in 2 years in the reporting of absolute measures. Given this modest increase and the likelihood that similar changes will be slower in non-Cochrane reviews, any underestimate of use of absolute risk in our data is probably modest.
Implications of findings
Our findings suggest that major improvements in the reporting of absolute effects in SRs are required. Whenever an intervention demonstrates possible benefit or harm on a particular outcome, authors of SRs should include both absolute and relative effect estimates for that outcome, report the methods for their calculation, and if appropriate, report different absolute values for patients with varying baseline risks.
Leading authorities in SR methodology could facilitate greater and more appropriate presentation of absolute effects in SRs. The next iteration of the PRISMA statement should include an item addressing the reporting of absolute effect estimates, and the Cochrane Collaboration should include more explicit guidance about their reporting in its handbook. Requirements to include Summary of Findings tables that require absolute effects would likely solve the problem. Finally, editors should insist on optimal reporting of absolute effects in SRs published in their journals.
